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Agood measure of the shock
caused to Ireland’s economy by
the Covid-19 lockdown earlier
in the year is the amount of

unpaid tax debt that has accumulated.
Income taxes and VAT don’t belong to
employers, but when their income was
cut off at the knees, the Revenue
Commissioners allowed their ‘customers’
unprecedented slack.

It was actually a government decision,
on May 2. At that stage due VAT
payments for March and April not paid
amounted to €610m, and not paid PAYE
collected by employers for March and
April amounted to €730m. Subsequently
€410m of that tax debt was remitted to
Revenue, and for the month of May not
paid VAT was €410m and not paid PAYE
was €160m. By June 4, when Revenue
issued information on the issue, €1.5bn in
VAT and payroll taxes for the national
lockdown period was past due and
unpaid.

The government announcement of
May 2 that Revenue would warehouse
deferred VAT and payroll taxes debts
associated with the Covid-19 crisis is now
enshrined in law. The tax warehousing
arrangements apply to VAT and PAYE
(employer) liabilities, accumulated by
businesses during the period from

January 2020 to when ‘normal’ trading
recommenced, plus an additional two
months.  

Access to the warehouse arrangement
is automatic for all businesses with
annual turnover of under €3m.
According to Revenue, c.65,000
businesses are availing of the tax
warehouse. The charging of interest on
late payments is suspended automatically
for these SMEs. Larger firms can seek to
avail of repayment deferral on request,
and as of early June, 690 large businesses
had availed of the facility.

The statutory warehouse arrangement
has three phases.

l Period 1: Covid Restricted Trading
Period: The restricted period is the
period during which the business was
and is unable to trade, or was and is
trading at a significantly reduced level
due to the Covid-19-related restrictions,
and two months after the business re-
commences ‘normal’ trading. 

l Period 2: Zero Interest Phase:
Following a resumption of ‘normal’
trading, the outstanding VAT and PAYE
tax debts will be warehoused for 12
months, during which time there will be
no collection of this debt by Revenue and
no interest will be charged. Businesses
will be expected to pay current tax

liabilities as they arise during this 12-
month period.

l Phase 3: Reduced Interest Phase: 
At the end of the 12-month warehouse
period, a reduced interest rate of 3% will
apply on the repayment of such
warehoused tax debt until it is fully paid.

A reduced interest rate of 3% p.a. also
applies to tax debts not associated with
Covid-19, provided the taxpayer enters
into a phased payment agreement with
the Collector-General before 30
September 2020. According to Revenue,
the time frame allowed to pay the
warehoused debt, will be determined by
the ability of the business to pay both
Covid-19 related debts, as well as meeting
its ongoing tax liabilities. 

This tax warehousing provided a
liquidity boost to stretched
businesses, though of course it may

only be storing up trouble down the road.
Sandra Clarke, president-designate of
the Irish Tax Institute, advises business
owners to seek professional advice, to
ensure they take the proper steps to
qualify for this important facility.

“The first step is to quantify their tax
debt by filing all relevant tax returns for
the period during which their trade was
restricted,” says Clarke. “If a best estimate
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Unprecedented Tax Debt Piles 
Up In Revenue’s Warehouse

Circa 65,000 SMEs have parked VAT and PAYE tax liabilities from earlier in the year. 
Filing returns as normal is crucial to avoiding interest penalties, writes Emily Styles
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return has been made for any period, the
correct return must now be filed, so that
the full debt can be included in the
warehousing scheme.”

“During the ensuing 12-month
warehousing period, the business must
continue to file tax returns on time and
pay current liabilities as they arise, in
order to qualify for the interest rate
exemption, and the reduced 3% interest
rate after the warehousing period ends. 

“It’s important for businesses to
understand that the warehousing
arrangement only applies to VAT and
PAYE (employer) debts arising from the
Covid-19 restricted trading period. That
period may vary according to sector. The
July Stimulus package extended the
reduced 3% interest rate to ‘non Covid-
19’ tax debts — for example Corporation
Tax and Income Tax. 

“In order to qualify, businesses or
individuals must agree a phased payment
arrangement with Revenue before 
the deadline of September 30. This is 
a very valuable provision, given that 
the interest rates that normally apply 
to late payment of tax are 8% and 

10%. So, time is of the essence.”
The recently enacted Financial

Provisions (Covid-19) (No. 2) Act 2020
also provides for two new tax reliefs
aimed at boosting liquidity:

l Temporary Income Tax relief for self-
employed individuals carrying on a trade
or profession. They can claim to have
their 2020 losses and certain unused
capital allowances, subject to a €25,000
limit, carried back and deducted from
their profits for the year of assessment
2019, thus reducing the amount of
Income Tax payable on those profits.

l Temporary acceleration of
Corporation Tax loss relief enables
companies to estimate their trading
losses for certain accounting periods, 

and to carry back up to 50% of those
losses against chargeable profits of the
preceding accounting period, on an
accelerated basis.

In Clarke’s view, the reduced 3%
interest rate on warehoused and agreed
deferred tax liabilities is welcome but
overdue. “The Institute would like the
government to make this reduced rate a
permanent part of our tax system,” she
adds. “Sometimes a crisis provides the
impetus for long-needed reform, and in
our view this is one such example.”

For the upcoming Budget 2021 in
October, the Institute is recommending a
number of changes to the Key Employee
Engagement Programme (KEEP) and
the Employment Investment Incentive
(EII) to make them more effective for
SMEs. “We would also urge the
government to deliver on its
commitment to review Capital Gains Tax
in each budget over the next five years,”
says Clarke. “A reduction in the overall
rate of CGT could lead to an increase in
business transactions for SMEs that
would benefit the Exchequer.”

‘Sometimes a
crisis provides the
impetus for long-
needed reform’

Survey continued on page 58
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MAIREAD O’GRADY
Tax Partner
RBK
Mairead O’Grady says there has been
a genuine team effort at RBK in
pulling together to get through the
Covid-19 crisis. “While the daily
social interaction is missed greatly,
online coffee catch-ups are now a
regular feature,” she adds.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The Temporary Wage
Subsidy Scheme (TWSS) has been a life-saver,
enabling businesses to concentrate on
revenues rather than resorting to cost-cutting
immediately. Employees’ tax liabilities have
been deferred and I imagine that such
liabilities will be collected by the reduction of
tax credits over a year or even a number of
years. Some employers are building incentive
plans for bonuses to boost revenues that will
go against any liability. 

The Employment Wage Subsidy Scheme
(EWSS) replaces the TWSS, and employers
moving to the EWSS will be very sector
specific, such as the tourism and hospitality
sector. Many other businesses were expecting
a catch-up in revenues in H2, and therefore
the required 30% year-on-year reduction in
revenues for EWSS would not be met. However,
with the latest trend in Covid-19 numbers,
there will be many more companies availing of
the scheme than originally expected. 

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT
Notwithstanding the suspension of debt
collection, businesses are required to file the
relevant returns by their due date. In addition,
once a business reopens and is back trading, it
is required to keep current VAT and PREM
liability payments up to date.  

Many of our clients have used this facility
as a means of securing additional finance
without rigorous bank conditions. However, it
is further debt which must be repaid, and
clients are already treating it as such, in 
long-term business and repayment plans. 

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF The relief 
is aimed at businesses that were profitable in

2019 and are incurring losses in 2020, due to
Covid-19 impacts. Many self-employed clients
are very concerned about their personal tax
liabilities due in November, and this
accelerated relief will assist their cashflow.
Accounting for losses incurred in 2020 will
ensure little or no Income Tax liability will be
payable, or enable taxpayers to seek a refund
of Income Tax paid last year. It is important
that early action is taken to ensure that
claimants have a reasonable estimate of what
losses will be incurred in 2020.

Companies can also project trading losses
for the current accounting period, and make
an early claim to carry back those losses, 
for offset against taxable profits of the
preceding accounting period. Again, it is
important that early action is taken to form 
a reasonable estimate of what losses will be
incurred in 2020.

BUDGET 2021 Areas of focus should be our
tourism and hospitality sector, and how we
build this long term in terms of facilities. Tax
measures need to incentivise entrepreneurs 
to take risks to provide such facilities, and
perhaps now is the time to increase the
lifetime cap for Entrepreneur Relief. 

To facilitate working from home, the
minister might consider capital allowances 
for IT equipment, and perhaps a reform of 
the tax rules in relation to an employee’s
normal place of work and the payment of
expenses.

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

Specialists in not-for-profit,
family and owner-managed
businesses, and international
companies.

To discuss your requirements,
contact us on +353 1 668 8677.

wobh.ie

WORKING
FOR & WITH
OUR CLIENTS

Accounting For The Pandemic
Lockdown fallout has decimated business cashflows. Revenue has stepped in to help

with various schemes and reliefs that are keeping tax professionals busy
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FRANK GREENE
Tax Partner
Mazars
Autumn is a busy time of year for tax
practices and Frank Greene says certain
work on transactions/reorganisations
has been put on hold. “We have spent a
lot of time supporting clients on the wage
subsidy schemes and dealing with tax
debts. This is likely to continue into next
year,” says Greene.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The main issue that 
has arisen with the TWSS is the fact that
employees will have Income Tax liabilities on
the subsidy that will have to be paid in future
years. Clarity is needed for situations where
an employer agrees to fully or partially pay
the tax liability, as the payment of a tax
liability of an employee can give rise to a
further benefit, and employers will be
reluctant to, in essence, pay the tax twice. 

Many businesses in hospitality and retail will
likely be using the new EWSS out of financial
necessity. All business owners should look at
their financial position currently — and over
the next 12 months — to see whether they are

likely to satisfy the criteria to obtain the
subsidy. The economy is still in a fragile
situation and this is likely to continue over 
the next six to 12 months.

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT Companies
wishing to warehouse tax debts should ensure
that all their tax returns have filed, before
working out how much and when they pay.
While the 3% interest rate is welcome, 
the normal rate of 8/10% is out of kilter 
with other countries and needs to be
permanently reduced.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF The 2019
tax return will need to be filed in November
2020. Individuals should be preparing that now
and seeing what liability/refund they have for
2019, as well as looking at the loss scheme to
either get an offset against tax or obtain a
refund as soon as possible. We encourage
anybody impacted to contact their tax
adviser/accountant for guidance.

BUDGET 2021 It is likely that businesses
will need longer-term forbearance on tax
debts, continued wage subsidies and the
ability to raise funding through bank-
supported loans. And also, most likely, an
expansion of the EIIS scheme to all sectors 
of the economy for a period of time.  

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘Businesses 
will likely need
continued wage
subsidies’

Survey continued on page 60
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RONAN FERRY
Tax Partner
Deloitte Ireland
Ronan Ferry leads Deloitte Ireland’s
Tax Management Consulting
practice. He advises clients on tax
technology innovation and
transforming their tax functions
through people reskilling, process
redesign and technology
implementation. Below, he explains
how Covid-19 has disrupted how 
tax professionals work.

As a profession, ‘resilient’ is how I would
describe the reaction to the current
environment. For almost every tax function,
the past four months have brought a new
meaning to the concept of ‘disruption’.
Disruption was previously considered a
transformational concept to adopt technology,
drive automation and explore analytical
insights. Instead, disruption as to how and
where we work is driving the need for the
same transformation — disruption in where we
work has accelerated the disruption on how
we work!

In the initial stages of the pandemic, the
focus was very much on continuity while
working remotely, ensuring that tax
professionals were responding to the crisis in
a practical way, to generate cash and to meet
internal and external tax-reporting
obligations. The reality is that since the start
of this crisis, the tax function has become a
cash generator for many companies. Indeed in
some companies, tax refunds and subsidies
have been the only source of cash while
business operations remained closed.

Tax teams have quickly realised that they
can no longer work in silos. Team members

needed to become aware of what everyone
was doing, in and outside of tax, with no over-
reliance on one person. The collaboration and
business partnering with IT, finance and
treasury has never been more important. It
has sparked the review and adoption of more
technology in tax, beginning with
communication and conferencing tools, to
collaboration and document-sharing tools, to
workflow management tools.

By virtue of Covid-19, there is an increased
importance on having easier and quicker
access to tax data, to fulfil obligations and to
handle new tax measures being introduced
across the globe. Progressively, more needs to
be done with the same resources. With hiring
freezes in place for many companies, looking
to automation as a means of freeing up
resources is one of the most common
discussion points we are having with 
clients. A greater emphasis is on

understanding and executing tax processes
more effectively and efficiently. 

To understand future business impacts,
management has needed to develop and
articulate the tax implications of a range of
different scenarios, and many tax functions
have struggled to get timely access to the
enterprise finance and tax data necessary to
run sophisticated scenarios. This has resulted
in many tax teams having to dedicate
additional time to manage the data and
introducing analytics for scenario planning and
forecasting. This has validated the benefits of
properly integrating the tax function into
company-wide ERP systems.

P
erhaps predictably, the pandemic 
has motivated many companies to
consider and upgrade their use of

technology, ERP and financial management
systems. With this in mind, it is important for
tax functions to ride on the crest of any
automation or transformation wave in their
companies. Management and tax professionals
are increasingly starting to realise that if tax
isn’t at the planning table, they may be missing
out on significant upside opportunities. Maybe
even more importantly, they could even be
opening themselves up to unforeseen risks. 

Notwithstanding any wider organisational
initiatives, I would also encourage tax teams
to consider their own needs and areas for
improvement. The lessons learned from this
crisis suggest that yesterday’s tax operating
model is no longer fit for purpose in a post-
pandemic environment. Tax leaders should
therefore start to plan for a more agile,
sustainable and responsive tax function. Now
is the time to start contemplating a future 
tax-operating model and taking some time 
to develop a tax transformation roadmap. 
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The scale of the Covid-19
economic, societal and health
crisis makes it probable that
borrowing will become a much
greater feature of government
funding in future years. The
acceptance at EU level of a
degree of mutualised debt and
grant aid to member states in
economic difficulties, indicates
that this may well be the case.

This in turn may lead to
countries raising 50 or 100-year
debt at very low rates and
employing the funds for Marshall
Plan type strategies. We could well
be at a point where governments
are not so much focused on
paying down debt but borrowing
for longer at low rates instead. Of
course, inflation will need to be
kept down to sustain that.

Tax will have to form some part
of the equation. Debt, no matter
how long dated, has to be serviced
and repaid at some point.
However, the most significant tax
measures in the July Jobs Stimulus
were the reduction in the main
VAT rate from 23% to 21%; the
Stay and Spend incentive which
offers a tax refund of up to 20%
for taxpayers that spend at least
€625 in the hospitality sector; and
the early carry-back of 2020
losses against 2019 profits for
businesses and self-employed
individuals.

While these are all welcome, the
continuing role of taxation as a
lever of recovery has to be seen
as doubtful. Indeed, even the VAT
reduction only has a six-month
time horizon, and in this regard,
we are advising clients to urgently
review their own positions so 
that they can optimise this 
short-life benefit.

The government has a delicate
balancing act to play in this
regard. It will have to balance the
books sooner or later, but
attempting to do that with tax

increases or simply a restoration
of previous levels, may threaten to
derail a nascent recovery. On the
other hand, the government will
hope that employment growth —
generated by the recovery — will
go a long way to filling the hole 
in its coffers.

The government has attempted
to use taxation in order to give
businesses some breathing space,
ahead of that hoped-for recovery.
Deferrals of property taxes and
the warehousing of outstanding
tax bills have come as welcome
reliefs for businesses, since the
pandemic took hold.

Like government debt, these
bills will fall due at some
stage. Over 70,000

employers have availed of the debt
warehousing facility, an even
greater number than those
registered for the Temporary Wage
Subsidy Scheme.

It is vital that companies file
their payroll and VAT returns on
time to allow them to participate
in the scheme. Our advice to
clients has been to closely monitor
the amounts of debt accruing and
where possible, to set aside and
ring-fence surplus income to pay

off these debts. If there is a
requirement to dip into this fund,
there should be a plan in place for
how it will be replenished and a
timeline for doing so.

The next step on the road to
recovery will be the announcement
of the National Recovery Plan in
September or early October,
followed closely by Budget 2021,
which will give effect to the
funding aspects of the plan. The
measures announced then will
likely dwarf the spending
measures announced in any 
recent budget. That will result 
in a very large deficit, which the
government will be challenged 
to service.

With little or no scope to raise
personal or corporation tax rates,
and limited capacity or political
desire to broaden the tax base, it
would appear that the government
has little option but to continue to
borrow to meet its deficits for the
foreseeable future.

PROFILE EY

All Change in the Government Finances?

Kevin McLoughlin says that tax bills will fall due at some stage

We could be on the threshold of a fundamental shift in how governments
fund public spending, writes Kevin McLoughlin, EY Head of Tax
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CIARÁN MEDLAR
Partner, Head of Tax
BDO

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

Ciarán Medlar says the
firm, like many of its
clients, was suddenly faced
with a number of new and
different challenges due to
the pandemic. “Our
experience is that we and
our clients were faced with
a three-stage process, to
manage business priorities
and leverage new thinking,
this being React, Resilience,
and Realise,” he adds.

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT
The ‘warehousing’ arrangements
consists of three phases. Phase 1
is the restricted trading phase.
Tax debts built up while the
business was unable to trade or
was subject to restricted trading,
and debts for an additional two
months after the business re-
commences ‘normal’ trading, will
be ring-fenced. 

In Phase 2, following
recommencement of ‘normal’
trading, outstanding VAT and
employer PRSI tax debts will be
warehoused for 12 months. During
this time no interest will be
charged. Phase 3, the reduced-
interest phase, at the end of the
12-month period, sees a reduced
interest rate of 3% applied.

The tax debt will have to be
quantified by the business
through the filing of all relevant
returns for the restricted trading
phase. As some pattern to
business re-emerges, the
repayment of deferred and
warehoused debt will need to be
constantly reviewed.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The real-
time implementation of a very
complex TWSS by Revenue is to be
applauded for how it dealt with
the immediacy of the challenge
facing employers. It is hoped that
Revenue will adopt a pragmatic
multi-year approach when
collecting any deferred tax
liabilities for employees included
in the TWSS.  

CORPORATION TAX-LOSS
RELIEF In order to avail of this, a
business must have fully met its
filing obligations in the preceding
accounting period, be generally
tax compliant and make a
declaration that it has incurred a
loss, or interestingly, reasonably
expects to do so, in the specified
accounting period. The basis of
the expected loss is likely to be
subject to verification checks
from Revenue.

STAY & SPEND TAX CREDIT
This is a very positive initiative,
previously proposed by my
colleague Austin Hickey, BDO
director. As we are all aware, the
hospitality and tourism industries
have been hit badly, so initiatives
to assist with tourism are greatly
welcomed.

BUDGET 2021 Budget 2021
should consider the introduction
of an export credit insurance
scheme, similar to schemes 
in the EU and the UK. This would
assist the agri-food and drinks
sectors. Another measure to
consider would be a review 
of reducing the current 13.5% 
VAT level.
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MICHAEL BYRNE
Partner
DBASS Chartered Accountants
“We expect this autumn to be
particularly busy as clients try to
normalise activities and catch up,”
says Michael Byrne. “The initial
shock of lockdown postponed many of
our clients’ business and tax
planning activities.” 

WAGE SUBSIDIES Some of our clients may
offer to help their employees with liabilities.
This of course will generate further payroll tax
liabilities for the employers. Perhaps on a one-
off basis, Revenue may permit employers to
pay these liabilities on behalf of their
employees but not subject to processing
through their payroll. Regardless, early clarity
from Revenue would be welcome.

As the TWSS ends on August 31, employers
can calculate possible tax liabilities employees
may face, thus avoiding the shock factor at
the end of 2020. Revenue will likely confirm
any liabilities in early 2021 and the hope is
that this will be spread out over a number of
years by reducing tax credits. However, this
will reduce future net pay, which is not ideal.

Most of our SME clients suffered a minimum
25% reduction for Q2 2020 and so qualified
for the TWSS. There has been an initial
upswing in demand for many businesses after
lockdown, so we would expect a sizeable

reduction in uptake for the new wage 
subsidy scheme. 

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF This
involves a simple amendment to the 2019 year
return by making an interim loss claim and
following up through Revenue’s My Enquiries
system. For 2019 returns not yet filed, discuss
with your tax adviser what to include on your
return. The maximum claim is €25,000, which
equates to tax relief of €10,000. Immediate
refunds should be possible where preliminary
tax paid has exceeded final liabilities.

BUDGET 2021 We would like to see:
l A temporary VAT rate reduction from 13.5%
to a suggested 6% for tourism and hospitality
sectors. An increase in the rate could be
phased back in as the sector recovers.
l The extension of carry back of loss relief to
more than one year.
l Reduced employer PRSI for companies
taking on new people (not on the TWSS 
or EWSS).
l Enhanced tax credit for working from home
to encourage remote working.
l A reduced Capital Gains Tax rate to
encourage transactions in property and other
assets to stimulate activity.

Survey continued on page 64
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BRUCE STANLEY
Tax Consulting Partner
HLB Sheehan Quinn
Bruce Stanley notes that the
importance and opportunities
afforded by utilising cloud-based
systems have been emphasised over
the past six months. “It is an area
that we encourage all of our clients to
consider,” he adds. “That said, I for
one, am looking forward to getting
back to the office on a full-time basis
and being able to meet with clients
face-to-face once more.” 

WAGE SUBSIDIES The economy is clearly
in a precarious position. Well-run businesses
that were thriving pre-Covid-19 may end up
becoming insolvent because their model is
unsustainable in a socially distanced world.
Those business models may become viable
again in the future, for example, if a vaccine is
found that would return the world to a pre-
Covid-19 state. However, the existing business
owners may not be in a position to re-open 
at that time, if they suffer too many losses in
the interim. 

It’s clear that the country needs to pull

together, to support those operating in
sectors that have suffered the most during the
pandemic, in order that they do not face
irreparable damage. 

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF As we
operate a self-assessment regime, it will be up
to the taxpayer and their advisor to calculate
and submit the claim. Revenue will be able to
check any claims against the third-party
information they receive and possibly subject
claims to aspect queries or audits. Our advice
would be to ensure that you have the books
and records in order to support the loss claim,
work with your tax advisor to ensure that it is
calculated and claimed correctly, and to get
the return submitted as early as possible.
Where there is a refund due, you can’t start
that process too soon. 

BUDGET 2021 A tax deduction for
generating employment could be considered.
Where a company takes on new hires, the
business could be offered a 150% deduction
for the salary. This would have to be carefully
legislated to ensure it achieved the goal of job
creation, but if done correctly, could be a
valuable incentive. It would also be attractive
for FDI opportunities, as an additional reason
to start up in and relocate employees to
Ireland. 

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS
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VIC ANGLEY
Partner
Grant Thornton
Vic Angley says the firm’s tax team is
very busy but is coping well. “As a
firm we are working hard to support
and stay close to our clients through
these challenging times. We are
working with them as they come to
understand new Covid-related
provisions as they arise,” he adds.

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT Companies
should be aware that the warehousing scheme
applies only to VAT and PAYE liabilities and
that SMEs (annual turnover under €3m)
automatically qualify and do not need to apply.
The periods for which debts can be
warehoused are from 1 January 2020 for VAT,
and 1 February 2020 for PAYE, to a period
ending two months after the business returns
to trade. Therefore, non-Covid-19 debts 
arising subsequent to this, do not qualify for
warehousing. Our key advice is to remain tax
complaint by filing all returns. 

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF I believe
that projecting the anticipated losses is where
complications may arise. My advice to

individuals would be to stay mindful of the
recurring use of the term ‘reasonable’ in the
legislation governing the relief. Taxpayers
availing of this provision should be prudent

and base their anticipated losses on a solid
rationale that can be supported if
subsequently queried by the Revenue
Commissioners.

CORPORATION TAX LOSS RELIEF As the
legislation provides for an interest charge —
where an excess claim is submitted and
regarded as deliberate or carelessly quantified
— preparing a robust model of expected 
losses, and determining whether initial loss
projections need to be amended to ensure an
over-claim doesn’t arise, will be critical in the
short term. 

BUDGET 2021 The summer 2020 ESRI
quarterly report highlighted that half of 
18-to-24-year-olds (twice the average) lost 
their job and were claiming the Pandemic
Unemployment Payment. Unfortunately, there
will be many others outside this group, who
will also lose their roles, due to the Covid-19-
related downturn. 

However, as with the last recession, many
will use that as an opportunity to set up their
own business. Incentivising and supporting
those new enterprises, with some form of
enhanced ‘super’ tax credit for hiring 18-to-24-
year-olds, would bring about a double benefit.

Survey continued on page 66
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CORMAC DOYLE
Partner
Crowe Ireland
WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT We strongly advise
clients availing of this scheme to plan their
cashflows out to 2022, to incorporate the
repayment of the warehoused debt, and to
monitor their cash and update cashflow
forecasts at least monthly. This will enable
them to provide Revenue with the reassurance
that the business will have the ability to repay
the warehoused debt. It is important that any
repayment plan is realistic and that the
agreed payment dates and amounts are met.

TAX RELIEFS Allowing self-employed
individuals to set back trading losses to the
preceding tax year is a measure that should
continue beyond the Covid-19 crisis. When
finalising their 2019 returns, taxpayers should
consider the impact of potential loss
surrenders from 2020 to determine whether
they need or should make pension top-ups. 

The principle of companies setting back
losses to the preceding year is well
established. However, many small companies
who would benefit from this scheme do not
have the internal resources to prepare
monthly or quarterly management accounts. 

Where such companies had Corporation Tax

liabilities in the prior period, they should
engage with their external adviser to prepare
management accounts that can be used to
substantiate any claim. Where they become
aware of any under/overstatement in those
accounts, they should also be able to prove
that they have taken prompt action to
increase or reduce the claim as necessary.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The TWSS was of huge
benefit to employers and enabled many of
them to develop a medium-term strategy for
their businesses when the crisis was at its
bleakest. We are now on version 17 of the

guidance and this underlines all the
uncertainties surrounding the administration
of the scheme. 

To date, Revenue has adopted a pragmatic
approach and it is hoped that this approach
will continue for the deferred employee tax
liabilities. In an ideal world, these employee
liabilities would hopefully be waived in full.
The most likely scenario is that these
liabilities will be collected over a number 
of years.

Employers should reassure employees that
this is not a case of cash moving from their
pocket to the employer’s pocket and that the
Covid-19 crisis has led to a drastic drop in
business and profits. 

BUDGET 2021 Owner-managed businesses
have borne the brunt of this crisis and
government should bring in a generous
package that these businesses across the
country can avail of. Measures that they might
consider are: abolishing all close company
rules, which are arcane; 100% capital
allowances for micro businesses; tax
incentives/relief for business reorganisations;
tax credit incentives for expenditure on
market research; marketing and capital costs
incurred on repositioning businesses; finding
new customers; or adopting new business
strategies and technologies. 

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

TOM WOODS
Head of Tax & Legal Services
KPMG
Tom Woods says KPMG adapted to
working in a virtual world very
quickly. “We are very connected with
each other and our clients as we
support them through the
opportunities and challenges the
pandemic has presented,” he adds.

WAGE SUBSIDIES We are now seeing
employers receiving queries from
employees about the impact on their net
pay and, in some cases, employees are
asking to be compensated for the tax
liabilities. We recommend that employers
who have participated in the TWSS make
sure their employees are aware of their tax
position in respect of the subsidy.
Employers considering compensating
employees for the taxes that will fall due
from 2022 need to determine whether this
could impact the employee eligibility for the
scheme in the first instance.

While the introduction of a further wage
support scheme is welcomed, the reference
period for eligibility of 1 July to 31
December 2020 is a disappointing condition
for many employers who may have suffered

significantly as a result of Covid-19 in the
first half of 2020 and now must also suffer a
30% decline in the second half of the year
in order to avail of any government wage
supports from September 1. Many businesses
suffered catastrophic losses in the period to
30 June 2020.  

SELF EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF Our advice
would be to include an interim claim for the
best estimate of losses with the filing of the
2019 tax return. Relevant individuals need to
watch out for any adverse impact on relief
for any pension contributions that have
already been made earlier in the year. A
claim for this relief would be in priority to
the credit for such pension contributions,
and so you should consider whether it would
be more advantageous to carry the losses
forward.

BUDGET 2021 Government should be
encouraged to focus efforts on protecting
and encouraging Irish business. We should
consider a return to zero VAT for certain
businesses (e.g. hospitality, certain services
etc.) as a way of moving cash to those
businesses and also perhaps for town centre
non-food retail businesses. Additional tax
relief on commercial rent for impacted
sectors should also be looked at.  

Consideration should also be given to

expanding incentives to invest in or start
businesses and to support more
environmentally friendly and sustainable
measures. We also need to refocus our
economic policy on Ireland as a safe and
secure business hub from which to manage
and locate critical aspects of global supply
chains – supported by existing corporate
tax policy.
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AIDAN BYRNE
Head of Tax
RSM Ireland
Staff at RSM Ireland were
disappointed at the recent
government request for businesses to
continue working remotely. “We were
all looking forward to re-engaging in
a safe way,” says Byrne. “Luckily we
have been paperless for a number of
years so have been able to continue
operating remotely without too much
inconvenience.”

WAGE SUBSIDIES The TWSS ends at the
end of August with the new EWSS scheme
continuing. Many businesses have already
been asked by Revenue to provide relevant
information on turnover reduction in Q2 2020,
Covid-19 impact and employee details. All
employers (c.70,000) who availed of the
scheme will be contacted through ‘My
Enquiries’. There were criteria to qualify for
the TWSS that were subjective, one being
inability to pay wages, taking other business
costs into account. Given the economic
uncertainty that surrounded the lockdown, we
would hope that the approach to the
subsequent review of eligibility is reasonable.

Employers availing of EWSS going forward
must also meet a new requirement to hold a
valid tax-clearance certificate and this is an
area where businesses may require assistance.
We would anticipate that businesses availing
of EWSS from September onwards will be more
sector specific than under TWSS. 

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT The Revenue
Commissioners have introduced a relatively
simple process for securing the warehousing
of debt, and typically respond in a short
period, giving clients certainty as to whether

they qualify for the relief. Basic information 
on the tax due that the client wishes to
warehouse and the broad reasons behind the
request need to be submitted. 

Our experience has been very positive, and
we are impressed at the speed of turnaround
of these requests. From a cashflow
management perspective, it is a significant
relief in times where cash is key to continued
commercial viability.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF Self-
employed individuals can claim their 2020
losses against their profits for the 2019 tax
year, thus reducing the amount of income tax
payable on those profits. A €25,000 limit on
the total amount that can be carried back will
apply. An acceleration of the loss relief is
provided, allowing self-employed individuals to
make interim claims based on the estimated
amount of relief available to them. 

Carry back of losses by the self-employed is
new, as previously losses were only available
for carry forward by continuing businesses.
Many of the self-employed will be finalising
their 2019 tax returns between now and mid-
November and so 2020 loss relief can be
considered at that point.  

CORPORATION TAX LOSS RELIEF This
measure allows companies to accelerate
claims to offset trading losses incurred in
accounting periods affected by the Covid-19
pandemic against taxable profits of the
preceding period. Claims may be made prior 
to the end of the period of assessment to
which the losses relate. 

Companies should act now to prepare
claims based on current management
accounts in order to maximise the cashflow
timing benefit of this measure. The claim
process is straightforward, and documentation
is not required to support the filing of an
interim claim. In the short term, businesses
should hold accurate management accounts to
assess and support their entitlement to make
a valid claim.   

BUDGET 2021 Reduction of the CGT rate to
encourage transactions would be welcome.
Corporate transactions have a way of getting
the economy going, and anything that
encourages that would be good. Thought
should also be given to an increase in the
amount qualifying for the Entrepreneur Relief
rate, bringing it more in line with the UK
scheme. 

An increase in the tax-free amount that can
be paid to remote workers should also be
considered. The current daily allowance of
€3.20 is somewhat laughable, bearing in mind
the positive effects home working has on
wider society.

Survey continued on page 68
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MICHAEL ROONEY
Tax Partner
KEVIN McLOUGHLIN
Head of Tax
EY Ireland
EY tax partner Michael Rooney says the
firm faced some challenges in adapting
to working from home in the first few
months of the crisis. “Our EY team were
working long hours helping clients
navigate through the TWSS minefield
and looking at opportunities for cost
optimisation,” he says. “We have focused
on ensuring our own teams are looking
after their mental and physical health
during this period by introducing
virtual exercise classes, meditation
sessions and ensuring everyone took
their holidays. We also have daily team
video calls to keep everyone connected.”

WAGE SUBSIDIES Revenue made it clear
that the TWSS is a taxable payment, even
though the tax has not been collected through
PAYE. We understand that employees will
either pay the taxes by netting it off against
any tax refunds they would have been entitled

to at year end, or else it will be collected
through reducing their tax credits in 
future years.  

The TWSS created a lot of added complexity
for employers with the different levels 
of payments, calculations of the top-up 
that applied and the tapering rules. 
Hopefully though, the process (which is 
still to be finalised by Revenue) will be
straightforward, so that employers will only
need to operate the RPN provided in order 

for any taxes due to be repaid to Revenue. 
EY held a series of webinars with business

leaders over the last number of months and
the webinar with Revenue on the TWSS had
the highest attendance, so clearly this was the
top issue facing our clients. The EWSS is less
complex to administer for clients, and while
the amounts paid by Revenue are not as
favourable as the TWSS it provides a longer-
term support for businesses until the end of
March 2021. Michael Rooney

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT As payroll and
taxes/VAT are two of the biggest costs for
businesses, the relaxation in payment of these
debts to Revenue has offered much-needed
liquidity for our clients. Over 70,000
employers have availed of this, which is even

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘The TWSS
created a lot of 
added complexity
for employers’

      

Michael Rooney, EY Ireland
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greater than those that registered for the
TWSS. However, it is vital that clients are filing
their payroll and VAT returns on time, to allow
them to participate in the scheme.  

Our advice to clients is to monitor closely
the amounts of debt arising and where
possible, to set aside and ring-fence the
income to pay for these debts. If you do need
to dip into this income due to a liquidity crisis,
have a documented plan for how you will
repay the debt and the timeline for doing so.
Michael Rooney

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF I think I
would give Revenue 9/10 on this one in terms
of the guidance issued, with very clear
examples and a template application letter for
this relief, which can then be submitted

through My Enquiries. The relief can provide
self-employed individuals with an income tax
refund for 2019 of up to €10,000 if they claim
the maximum loss carry back of €25,000. The
relief can be claimed now based on an
estimate of the losses that you will incur
during 2020, so that you do not have to wait
until 2021 to receive the tax refund. 
Michael Rooney

CORPORATION TAX LOSS RELIEF As with
many other Covid-19 related measures, this

one attempts to improve cashflow for
businesses suffering losses, enabling earlier
claims to refunds. The challenge for businesses
will be ensuring as best they can that the data
they work off for the interim claims are as
accurate as possible — essentially working off
management rather than audited statutory
financial accounts. Kevin McLoughlin

BUDGET 2021 To try to counter the effects
of Covid-19 on business, tax measures to date
have all been relieving, either direct reduction
such as the short-term lowering of the
standard VAT rate to 21%, or through cashflow
alleviation through the deferral of tax
payment and the facility to claim reliefs early.

Given the likely extent of the fiscal deficit
in 2020 and over the next few years, it will be
difficult to see how the focus would continue
long term on tax-relieving measures. It will be
interesting to see how the government strikes
the right policy choices in terms of raising
receipts, including tax rises, continued
significant use of debt, and targeted tax
incentive measures. Given the extent of the
announcements in the stimulus measures, it
may well be next year before these choices
start to become apparent. Kevin McLoughlin

‘We made sure 
our teams were
looking after their
mental health’

Kevin McLoughlin, EY Ireland

Survey continued on page 70
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BRYAN FARRELL
Tax Director
Walsh O’Brien Harnett
“With such fundamental changes 
to the way we work, the tax
environment and the speed of these
changes, it certainly has been a
challenging few months,” says Bryan
Farrell. The practice developed a
Covid-19 hub on its website to detail
all the financial and tax supports
available for businesses, which
Farrell says was greatly appreciated
by clients.

WAGE SUBSIDIES Many employees will stil l
be unaware of the tax liabilities potentially
arising on the TWSS payments. We advise our
clients to inform their employees of their
potential tax liabilities and that their net pay
in future years may be adjusted by Revenue.

From speaking with our clients, it appears
many will operate the new EWSS. Under the
new EWSS, businesses must expect a 30%
drop in turnover, compared with 25% under
TWSS. With the ongoing uncertainty in trading
conditions across the economy, many
businesses may find this assessment of
expected turnover challenging. 

There is significant concern among our
clients about the short-term economic
outlook, with many expecting difficult trading
conditions over the coming six to 12 months.
In our view, the full effects of Covid-19 have
been deferred by the TWSS and EWSS, and
when these subsidies come to an end, the real
damage will be experienced in the economy. 

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT The good news
for small businesses with less than €3m
turnover, is that they qualify automatically for
Debt Warehousing. Larger businesses are

assessed by Revenue on a case-by-case basis.
These businesses must be able to show
Revenue that they are unable to pay the
relevant VAT and PAYE liabilities due to the
impact of Covid-19.  

All returns for the affected periods must be
filed, even if a payment is not being made.
Where returns were prepared on a best
estimates basis, the relevant returns should
now be amended to ensure the correct amount
is included in the warehousing scheme.

In all cases, once normal trading resumes,
current taxes (for example, VAT and
PAYE/PRSI) must be filed and paid by the

normal due dates. We have cautioned clients
that while debts are to be warehoused, they
have not gone away, and will need to be paid
at some stage. Businesses must also be
mindful of their banking requirements, in
particular, covenants regarding loan and lease
finance facilities. Businesses availing of the
debt warehousing scheme should review their
obligations and liaise with their bank.  

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF The relief is
to be made by way of direct application to
Revenue (via My Enquiries). Once approved,
Revenue will amend the taxpayer’s Form 11 for
2019. Taxpayers are therefore relying on
Revenue to action the request and amend the
Form 11 for the relief to be issued, rather than
being able to amend the return themselves via
ROS. This may result in claims being slow to
process. 

Interestingly, a taxpayer does not need to
claim all of their loss under this relief — rather,
they choose the relevant amount to carry
back. This will be relevant where, for example,
an individual wants to retain the tax relief
associated with their pension contributions or
their tax credits. 

Many self-employed taxpayers prepare their
accounts on a December year-end basis. This
means they will need to opt for an interim
claim on the basis of an estimate of their loss
for 2020. Helpfully, such interim claims may
be amended (increased or decreased) and a
final claim should be submitted with the 2020
tax return in October 2021. 

BUDGET 2021 We would encourage a
review of interest charges arising in respect of
the late payment of preliminary tax. For many
taxpayers, the October/mid-November
payment date for preliminary tax will be of
particular concern this year, with interest
rates of 8% per annum potentially arising.

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘When the wage
subsidies end, the
real damage will
be experienced’
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MARK LONERGAN
Partner
Sabios
Sabios is a boutique advisory firm led by
partners Mark Lonergan, Colin Gaynor
and Aidan García and who collectively
draw from more than 50 years of
commercial experience. Assessing its
recent activity, the firm says recent tax
changes have resulted in a considerable
compliance burden on clients,
particularly on the payroll side. 

WAGE SUBSIDIES Employers should seek
advice if the reduction in turnover  is not as
steep as anticipated or makes any type of
material recovery. The revised EWSS scheme is
stricter in terms of qualification criteria than
the previous TWSS and firms that previously
qualified for TWSS might not qualify for the
EWSS scheme. The 30% reduction in turnover
test may also prove difficult to satisfy outside
the tourism/hospitality sector.

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT We advise
clients to ensure they keep up to date with the
taxes not covered by the warehousing
provisions, particularly Corporation Tax. We

need to be cognisant of what a return to
‘normal’ will be — we need clear Revenue
guidance on this. In the meantime, what is
effectively an interest-free 3% loan is helpful
with respect to PAYE and VAT. However,
stockpiling of tax debts for future payment
will be a growing concern for businesses as
the warehousing provisions are extended
further. The ongoing need for correct filing
(regardless of whether payment can be made

or not) can never be
overlooked.

BUDGET 2021 One long
overdue change would be
to abolish the close
company surcharge for
professional services
companies and generally.
There should be no
disincentives for
professionals who wish to
incorporate and companies
should not be forced to
deplete reserves by a
draconian surcharge.

The hoped for reduction
in VAT in the hospitality
sector to 9% should be

implemented immediately. The Capital Gains
Tax rate should also be reduced to 25% to
stimulate transactions and activity, while the
stamp duty rate of 7.5% could be lowered, as
the commercial property market is heading
into choppy waters.

The R&D credit for micro companies should
be put into law, as it is waiting on a ministerial
order.

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS
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MICHAEL McGIVERN
Head of Tax
Smith & Williamson

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT As 
part of the July Jobs Stimulus package, the
3% rate applies to tax debts that cannot be
warehoused. Such tax debts would include
older liabilities that were in existence for
periods not covered by the warehousing
scheme and for tax debts not related to Covid-
19. The 3% rate is a significant reduction on
the standard rates of c.8% or 10%. 

The reduced rate is available for all tax
types (not just VAT/payroll taxes covered by
the warehousing scheme) and can apply to
existing agreements and to new agreements
put in place on or before 30 September 2020.
The reduced rate is also available to taxpayers
with undeclared liabilities from tax periods
that pre-date the Covid-19 phase, provided this
liability is declared by September 30.

Businesses should be carefully checking
their tax debts and categorising them into
debts which may avail of the 3% rate, and
those which may fall within the debt
warehousing arrangements. To qualify for the
3% rate, the necessary agreements must be
put in place with Revenue by September 30.
Therefore businesses must act now, if they
have not already done so.

Businesses should also note that Revenue
tax clearance will not be denied in respect 
of Covid-19-related tax debts, which are
warehoused; or non-Covid-19 liabilities, 
which are included in a phased payment

arrangement. Such tax clearance is required
for businesses to participate in the
Employment Wage Subsidy Scheme, the 
Stay and Spend scheme, and the accelerated
loss-relief schemes. 

CORPORATION TAX LOSS RELIEF
Accelerated Corporation Tax loss relief may be
claimed where previously profitable companies

incur trading losses in accounting periods
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. To qualify,
the company in question must be tax
compliant, and must have actually incurred or
expects to incur, a trading loss in an
accounting period which includes some 
or all of the period from 1 March 2020 to 31
December 2020. The maximum amount 
of the estimated loss, which is available 
for early carry-back against the taxable
profits of the preceding period, is 50% 
of the estimated loss. 

Revenue has recently highlighted the
following in connection with the relief: 
l Before a claim can be made, the claimant
company must first have filed a tax return for
the preceding accounting period. 
l The claimant company must make a
declaration that it has incurred, or it will
reasonably expect to incur, an estimated
relevant or non-relevant trading loss in the
specified accounting period and provide
details of the claim. 

In this context, the claimant company is
also required to maintain and have available
for inspection upon request, any relevant
documentation and records which
demonstrate that the losses have been
computed in a reasonable manner, and to the
best of the company’s knowledge and belief.

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

DECLAN McEVOY
Head of Tax
ifac

Declan McEvoy says that the practice
is busier than ever of late. “With
some understanding from the
Department of Finance and from
Revenue on the need to extend the
normal tax deadlines, we will be
fine,” he adds. 

WAGE SUBSIDIES Revenue deserves
credit for updating the TWSS documentation
regularly. However, the rushed nature of the
implementation was the issue, and greater
consideration needs to be taken of the real-
life commercial world. Revenue needs to

issue a statement allowing employees to
have their tax credits reduced for a number
of years and the tax collected in that
manner. This will make it easy for
employers.

The new EWSS is restrictive, and while a
large proportion of employers availing of
TWSS will endeavour to move, the actual
numbers could be small. The EWSS needs to
be loosened while also being more focused.
The actual reduction of turnover on a
moving monthly basis limits the scheme and
puts a massive onus on businesses.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF It is not
that complicated, but how realistic is it to
estimate a loss for the year at this stage?
The scheme should allow a notional loss and
take it back over three to four years, which
would be a better and simpler method.

BUDGET 2021 A stimulus package
focused on getting people to spend is
required, as are good incentives on the
green agenda.

‘Businesses should be carefully 
checking their tax debts’

‘The new EWSS is
restrictive and 
puts a massive onus
on businesses’
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MICHAEL O’LEARY
Tax Partner
JPA Brenson Lawlor
WAGE SUBSIDIES Employees liable for the
tax will need to establish what the liabilities
will amount to, and how and when it will be
collected. The collection of underpayments of
tax is now deferred — possibly to 2022 — and
will most likely be through the reduction of tax
credits available for the tax year. Employers
availing of the scheme should keep their
employees informed about what is happening
and help them understand the tax liabilities
that would be due anyway, but for the
pandemic. Employers in sectors with staff
shortages and where wages are tightly
controlled, may need to be aware of the
reduction in staff net wages and the
sensitivities around this.

TAX RELIEFS The practicalities of the new
once-off Income Tax relief for self-employed
individuals may prove difficult. It is likely that
certain sole traders are expecting losses and
will make a claim based on an estimated
amount. Problems arise when the actual loss
is not as large and part of the tax refunded
must be paid back.

BUDGET 2021 Other than through the
deferral of taxes arising on income and
payments such as PAYE and VAT, it appears
difficult to provide immediate support to
businesses through the tax system where
there are losses. Cashflow will continue to be

a significant challenge and any assistance for
business owners will be welcome. Supports for
the wage costs of employers and other
already announced supports should continue,
although whether such supports should
continue in circumstances where the trade has
failed and will not re-emerge, may lead to
restrictions.

Additional business supports could include
the extension of the warehousing of PAYE and
VAT liabilities, and reducing employers’ PRSI
costs. The extension of personal tax credits
for engaging with businesses should also be
considered, for example, personal expenditure
on targeted areas such as energy-efficient
work on homes, where the costs are not 
grant-aided.

Targeted tax measures for the retail and
hotel and leisure sectors, in addition to the
wage support, will be required. A temporary
reduction in the VAT rate in the autumn/winter
period should also be considered.

Survey continued on page 74
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‘Cashflow will continue to be a
significant challenge for business’

O’Connor, Leddy & Holmes

PKF O’Connor, Leddy & Holmes Limited is a member firm of the PKF International Limited family of legally independent firms and does not accept any responsibility or 
liability for the actions or inactions of any individual member or correspondent firm or firms.

Right people, right place, right solutions
PKF O’Connor Leddy Holmes Limited is a full service Accountancy firm and

a part of PKF International, a global family of accounting and business advisory firms.

OUR SERVICES

AUDIT & ASSURANCE TAXATION CORPORATE
FINANCE

CORPORATE
RECOVERY

BUSINESS
SERVICES

PAYROLL

01 496 1444 info@pkf.ie www.pkf.ie

CONTACT US
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RORY COLL
Partner
Coll & Co

WAGE SUBSIDIES More than 66,500
employers have registered with  Revenue for
the scheme and almost 700,000 workers have
received at least one payment through the
scheme, so there will be a significant amount
of individuals liable to tax on this income at
the end of the year. The underpayment of tax
can range from approximately €500 for an
employee on €25,000 p.a. to €3,000 for an
employee on €70,000 p.a. Our advice to
employers is to quantify the potential
exposure for employees and communicate 
it to them. And this is an area we are 
assisting our clients with.

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT The key
requirements we are communicating to 
clients are as follows:
l It applies to VAT and Employer payroll
liabilities only.
l It covers the period when your business 
was closed or significantly reduced, so 
for most businesses covers the VAT 
period January to August 2020, and 
PAYE/PRSI for February to August 2020.

l Tax returns must continue to be filed. 
l Current tax payments must be maintained.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF This is a
valuable relief, as it now allows for an interim
claim for up to €25,000 of 2020 business
losses to be carried back against your taxable
profits in 2019. However, in order to make this
interim claim, your tax affairs must be up to
date. If you believe an interim claim can be
made based on forecasted losses this year,
you need to document your calculation of
same, as it may be requested by Revenue. 

BUDGET 2021 ESRI estimates that Irish
household savings will increase by up to €10bn
this year, with the majority of this sitting in 
non-interest or negative interest accounts.
The government has to devise a simple tax
incentive that would encourage investors to
release these savings to the business sector.
Currently the EIIS is too complicated and
cumbersome. If a tax-effective scheme could
be devised, it would drive investment in the
private sector. 

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘A tax incentive is required to release
household savings to the business sector’

Are you getting the specialist 
tax advice you need?

Irish business owners have never faced such a turbulent and 
uncertain time. We at JPA Brenson Lawlor provide a specialist 
team of advisors that will help you make the decisions that 
need to be made. In this business environment we are 
working with our clients on issues such as:-
 Sourcing and advising on funding and support for 

operations
 Advice on the efficient management of their business
 Tax Efficient Restructuring of their businesses to focus on 

and protect profits

Our tax team works closely with business owners to actively 
manage their tax position and assist with protecting 
shareholder value.

To speak with one of our tax team, please contact:
Michael O’ Leary
Partner and Head of Tax Services
e: michaeloleary@brensonlawlor.ie
t: 353-1-668 9760

www.brensonlawlor.ie
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DARAGH
O’SHAUGHNESSY
Consultant
KSi Faulkner Orr

WAGE SUBSIDIES The PAYE system
traditionally places much of the responsibility
for administering the tax affairs of
employees on their employer. It follows that
the vast majority of employees may never
have had to engage with Revenue in any
meaningful way. Receiving correspondence
from Revenue advising them of outstanding
liabilities could therefore be a new and
concerning experience for many employees. 

The stated objective of the Temporary
Wage Subsidy Scheme was to preserve the
relationship between employer and
employee. TWSS employers should therefore
endeavour to maintain that relationship, with
good communication to their employees on
the operation of the scheme and any
developments in the tax treatment, as new
information is published by Revenue.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF It should
not necessarily be complicated for claims
with a reasonable basis. As always, it is
better to engage with your tax adviser

sooner rather than later. As with claims
under the TWSS, it is hoped that Revenue will
be pragmatic about accepting the bona fides
of reasonable estimates made by taxpayers
in real time, while under tremendous
pressure.

STAY & SPEND TAX CREDIT It appears
that this scheme will run along similar lines
to the Home Renovation Incentive, for
example, the administration of the tax credit
will be largely carried out by the supplier,
rather than the customer. This makes sense,
as it is the hospitality service provider that is
supposed to benefit from the tax credit with
an increase in business. On the taxpayer side,
it appears that a claim for this relief should
be no more complicated than a medical
expenses claim. Whether it is bureaucratic or
not for either party will depend largely on
how user-friendly the online registration and
claim mechanism is.

Survey continued on page 76
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‘Revenue correspondence about outstanding
liabilities could be a concerning experience’

HLB H lf P i dd   1 19/08/2020   16 41
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SHANE O’DONOVAN
Tax Partner
PKF O'Connor, Leddy & Holmes

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘Government should exempt TWSS

payments from Income Tax’

Shane O’Donovan says the
deferral of deadlines such
as CRO filing dates has
resulted in some
compliance work being
pushed out. “The
uncertainty in relation to a
further lockdown and lack
of clarity in relation to
when it will be possible to
return to more normal
working practices, all add
to the current challenges,”
he adds.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The TWSS
was certainly a very welcome
scheme during the pandemic.
However, the operation was
unnecessarily complicated and
has now left employees with tax
liabilities. Many employees do not
have the funds to meet this tax
liability and similarly employers
do not have the funds to assist
employees due to reduced
economic activity. As part of the
Budget 2021 measures, the
government should exempt the
TWSS payments from Income Tax. 

With so much uncertainty
around a second wave and further
lockdown restrictions, we have
found that employers are finding
it difficult to estimate expected
turnover up to December 2020. 

To date, uptake on the new
EWSS has been low, and this
relates to uncertainty around
eligibility criteria rather than a
bounce in economic activity. The
new scheme does not deal
effectively with situations where
employers’ businesses have
changed between 2019 and 2020. 

The measures do not encourage
businesses to attempt to grow
over the next 6 months. For
example, if a company’s turnover
is currently around 30% down
year-on-year, there is no incentive
for the company to seek

additional turnover as this would
preclude the company from the
EWSS. A sliding-scale system
where a partial subsidy was
received for companies that were
less than 30% down, would
alleviate this issue.  

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT To
date we have found Revenue to be
accommodating in relation to
warehousing requests. If clients
are struggling to meet their debts
as they fall due, it is essential
that they engage early with their
advisors to consider the options
available around debt
warehousing and also other
schemes available. 

BUDGET 2021 Measures to
support economic activity and
support employers who have been
affected by the Covid-19
restrictions would be most
welcome. Some of the measures
to consider would be: 
l Accelerated capital allowances
on IT improvements to support
businesses in the move towards
remote working.
l A double rent deduction for
employers who have been
restricted from operating from
their premises.
l Reduce CAT/CGT rates for one
year to stimulate transactions and
allow people effectively carry out
succession planning, particularly
in light of the current health risks.

COMPANY DIRECTORS OR
BUSINESS OWNERS

Aim to build a pension pot of at least €800,000.
Receive €200,000 tax free and pay less than 
10% tax on your income in your retirement.

Company Directors and Business Owners often ignore the
tax efficiency of Pension funds in their retirement planning
as there is a common misconception that the majority will be
taxed heavily once they access it upon retirement.

As an example, a retiring married couple with one primary
earning spouse with an €800,000 pension pot allows
€200,000 to be received tax free with the balance drawn
down subject to a low 9% tax rate. Considering the tax relief
on the pension contributions made, are in most cases at
40% and all growth in the pension fund is tax free, your
overall contribution to the fund may have been as low as
50% of the fund or €400,000. That’s a return not to be
ignored. 

The table below shows the tax payable depending on the
amount of the Pension fund you have accumulated and also
takes into account your State pension entitlements.

The calculations assume that one Spouse qualifies for the
maximum contributory State Pension and the other Spouse
qualifies for the maximum Adult dependent payment.

Maximum contribution you can make 
to your pension fund.

The maximum contribution
rates are generous as they are
based on your annual salary
(capped at €115,000 for
contribution purposes) and
increase with your age. For
example an individual on a
gross salary of €60,000 could
contribute €15,000 per annum
(25%) and receive a tax refund
of €6,000. 

If you are starting your pension later in life, then you should
consider operating your business through a company
structure as pension contributions are much more generous
than operating as a Sole trader. 

Conclusion
Although Pension funding is only one of the structures to
consider in accumulating funds for retirement, it is one not
to be ignored. Contact us for a consultation.

Contact us on Tel: (091) 592 080.
Email: info@coll.ie  Web: www.Coll.ie

TAXATION OF YOUR PENSION FUND ON RETIREMENT

MAXIMUM PENSION
CONTRIBUTION LIMITS ALLOWED
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FERGAL CAHILL
Managing Director
Cahill Taxation Services
BUDGET 2021 While the government has
recently introduced many welcome tax
measures, we would recommend some
additional measures to boost the economy as
follows: 
l Government should consider either
reducing the rate of employers’ PRSI or
introducing a PRSI exemption for new
employees taken on who had availed of the
PUP or other state-support schemes.  
l Changes to the work environment will
mean that employers have to provide
employees with additional IT equipment to
enable them to work from home. There
should be accelerated capital allowances on
such equipment, and the same allowances for
expenditure incurred on premises fit-out and
modifications as a result of Covid-19
restrictions. 
l The six-month reduction in the VAT rate
from 23% to 21% from September 2020
should be made permanent or at least
extended, and the rate of VAT for the tourism
and hospitality sector should be reduced to

5% for the remainder of 2020, similar to 
the UK. 
l With businesses struggling as a result of
Covid-19, there is less cash available to pay
any tax costs arising on the transfer of a
business to the next generation. We have
observed cases where the increase in stamp
duty on commercial property in recent years,
from 2% in 2017 to 7.5% in 2019, is delaying
the transition of ownership of businesses
from one generation to the next. There is
little point in providing Retirement Relief and
Business Property Relief as incentives, if the
stamp-duty regime is not favourable. 

CORPORATION TAX-LOSS RELIEF A best
estimate and reasonable approach is required
when making an ‘interim claim’ for this relief,
which could prove challenging for some
companies. However, to assist with such
challenges, it is possible to amend interim
claims both upwards and downwards. 

Typically, interest is applied by Revenue to
an underpayment of tax from the date of the
underpayment to the date the balance of tax
is paid. However, where an excess claim is
made and the claim is revised without delay,
interest is only applied from the date the
claim is reduced to the date the additional

tax is paid, provided the underpayment was
not deliberate or careless.  

This interest concession is welcome, due to
the inherent uncertainty around making an
interim claim. Coupled with the facility to
make the claim online by amending the prior
period Form CT1 on ROS, this should increase
the uptake of the relief.

Survey continued on page 78
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JOE CUNNANE
Managing Partner
TRA Professional Services
Different days have different
challenges, but that was the situation
pre-Covid too, says Joe Cunnane.
“Revenue suspending debt collection
and the CRO their filing deadline has
helped. A lot of time has been spent
supporting clients, but that is part of
our mission and values and we still
work to our own deadlines,” he adds.

WAGE SUBSIDIES The Temporary Wage
Subsidy Scheme was a fantastic benefit,
despite all the confusion and complexity.
Thank you to Revenue for having been so
proactive in assisting businesses. With regard
to employees’ tax liabilities, most employers
intend to pay these liabilities or provide
employees with an annual tax-free voucher to
cover what is due. Per Revenue, if you want to
pay the tax due on your employee's benefits
you must arrange this with them. 

Probably only about one in six clients will
be moving onto the EWSS. What this says
about the state of the economy is that certain
businesses are suffering and others not as
much. It does not seem to be always sector
specific. Location is also a factor i.e. compare

a convenience store in the Dublin 2 business
district with those located in the suburbs.
Some of those in D2 were closed while many in
the suburbs have never been busier. 

TAX WAREHOUSING Advice being given to
clients is that this is another fantastic
incentive by Revenue and to avail of it if
needed. The scheme will involve paperwork to
be submitted to Revenue, but this would not
be as onerous as an application for bank
finance.

SELF EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF I am not
sure how beneficial this scheme will be. Our
advice to clients is that if they are in a loss-
making position to date in 2020 to prepare
projected accounts, as interim claims can be
made. 

BUDGET 2021 It is important that Budget
2021 inspires confidence. Three billion euro
was added to personal savings in April 2020
alone. However, there is a lot more
uncertainty around jobs and possible
increased taxes. Stimulating job creation and
resisting the temptation to increase taxes
should be the main focus. 

There has been a lot of borrowing by the
Exchequer, but this has been at a far lower
interest rate than during the previous
recession. If job creation is stimulated and
individuals have the confidence to spend
locally, then the tax take will automatically
increase. 

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

JOHN FITZGERALD
Partner
McInerney Saunders
“The practice is currently recruiting
for its tax department and looking
forward to a busy tax-filing season,”
says partner John Fitzgerald. “Tax
and payroll support services are
extremely important parts of our
practice and providing quick
responses has greatly assisted our
clients with their decision making,”
he adds.

WAGE SUBSIDIES Many employees will
potentially be facing a tax bill on the
subsidy amounts received through TWSS,
and in general it will not be possible to
quantify the tax liability until after the end
of the year. It remains to be seen if
government will provide specific relief for
employees by either exempting the amounts
received or perhaps introducing a sort of
‘TWSS Tax Credit’ that could offset some or
all of the liability. 

Revenue placed all employees on a 
‘Week 1’ basis from 21 June 2020. Where
employees have a balance of tax to pay
arising from TWSS, Revenue has indicated
that they will spread the collection of this

by adjusting the employee’s tax credits over
a number of years, which is in line with
normal practice. 

Pandemic Unemployment Payment 
income will also be subject to tax. 

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT Tax debt
warehousing is really helpful for businesses
that have fallen behind in their VAT/PAYE
payments. The warehoused tax debt will
effectively be a 12-month interest-free loan,
after which point interest of 3% will be
charged. The 3% interest rate can also
apply to tax debts that had built up prior to
the onset of Covid-19, where businesses
enter into a Phased Payment Arrangement
(PPA) with Revenue, and this can result in 
a significant benefit.

The warehousing facility automatically
applies to certain businesses, with other
larger businesses needing to contact
Revenue directly to be included. Businesses
will need to ensure that all tax returns are
up to date, so that the amount of tax to be
warehoused can be quantified. 

And during the course of the
arrangement, businesses will need to ensure
that current tax returns and payments are
up to date. Tax clearance will be unaffected
by the ‘warehousing’ arrangements and
Revenue has indicated that any refunds or

repayments due to the business will be
released i.e. they will not be automatically
offset against the outstanding VAT/PAYE
liabilities unless requested.

We are advising clients to come and talk
to us if they need assistance in getting
outstanding returns filed, or in agreeing
arrangements with Revenue.

‘It is important 

that Budget 2021

inspires confidence’
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PAT SUTTON
Managing Partner
O’Kelly Sutton
Pat Sutton notes that quite a bit of
tax restructuring and succession
planning work has been carried out
to avail of tax reliefs, given lower
private company share values and
depressed property values. “Those
company and business owners who
have built up substantial cash piles,
investment portfolios and property
interests are not wasting this crisis to
get their house in order, and neither
should you,” Sutton adds.”

WAREHOUSING TAX DEBT There is a real
concern among businesses about building up
debt levels and not being able to meet
repayment commitments later. Businesses
need to work closely with their advisers to get
the right advice from experienced
professionals who can steer them in the right
direction. We are working with many clients,
helping them to reshape their business
strategy and the new norm now is where we
facilitate these strategy meetings on
platforms such as Zoom. All of this is critical if
companies are going to survive, prosper and
meet their long-term commitments. 

We say to our clients there’s nothing like a
good crisis to sharpen the mind, and those
who respond best will be the long-term
winners. Progressive businesses have
improved their financial reporting systems to
get timely and accurate month-end data. To
survive and engage with the authorities, all
businesses must have real-time accurate and
reliable data to make informed decisions.

WAGE SUBSIDIES There is massive
uncertainty among employers here in Kildare,

Laois and Offaly whether they should be
signing up to the new Employment Wage
Subsidy Scheme for the next six months. Many
are going to sign up and see how it goes. We
see no reason why the turnover reduction
limit should have been adjusted from 25% to
30%. It will mean many employers won’t
qualify going forward, resulting in more 
staff layoffs. 

BUDGET 2021 It is imperative for the
country that employers continue to keep
employees on their books, and re-employ
those currently receiving the Pandemic

Unemployment Payment. One solution would
be to have ‘zero taxes’ options on certain
salary scales where businesses qualify for the
EWSS, and offer ‘zero taxes plus employment
grants packages’ to all businesses to take on
and retain additional employees. 

Local Enterprise Offices have been doing
terrific work providing supports to SMEs
throughout the country. These supports need
to increase and to be expanded. From our
experience the cost of providing these
supports is repaid ten-fold. We’ve seen first-
hand how clients have made real sustainable
improvements to their business, based directly
on the support they’ve received.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAX RELIEF Claiming
losses is always a complex area, and this new
Income Tax relief is no different. It’s critical
then that this loss relief is correctly claimed.
Our advice is to ensure you are tax compliant,
as this is a condition of the claim, and most
importantly, speak to your tax adviser who
can assist you or make the claim for you. 

CORPORATION TAX-LOSS RELIEF
Revenue’s 19-page guide on this relief is
probably outside the scope of anyone who
isn’t familiar with making loss claims on
Corporation Tax returns. In the short term,
affected companies should ensure they are tax
compliant and that they have filed a tax return
for the preceding accounting period. Also, they
should ensure the management accounts are
up-to-date so that they can calculate the loss
for the claim. 

The company should also maintain — and
have available for inspection upon request —
any relevant documentation and records for
the purposes of demonstrating that the losses
have been computed in a reasonable manner,
and to the best of the company’s knowledge
and belief. 

BP SURVEY TAX ADVISERS

‘‘There’s nothing 
like a good crisis to
sharpen the mind’

(L to R): Sinéad Dooley, Senior Tax Manager, Fergal Cahill, Managing Director  
and Annemarie O’Brien, Senior Tax Manager

Your Tax Partner for
 Succession Planning
 Merger and Acquisitions
 Corporate Group Restructurings
 Revenue Audits
 Property Transactions

Contact
Suite 2, Áras Smith O’Brien,  
Bank Place, Ennis, Co. Clare  
t: 065 684 0630 | e: info@cahilltaxation.ie 

www.cahi l l taxat ion. ie
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